
 

 

 

Spring has Sprung (yayyy!) 
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It is spring again. “The earth is 

like a child that knows poems by 

heart.” Rainer Maria Rilke - Aus-

trian poet. 

If spring makes the earth child-like, 

the end of winter can only be de-

scribed as a harbinger of gloom.  

Do all of you have the same feel-

ing towards the end of winter, 

where waking up in the morning 

becomes unbearably hard, you 

feel exhausted all day and are 

less and less able to cope with the 

stresses of everyday life, much less 

the spikes of high tension which 

strike periodically?  

If so, you are not alone.  Unfortu-

nately none of us has discovered a 

cure yet; even a good vacation 

means we return to face moun-

tains of paperwork and overdue 

deliverables which take us 

straight back to where we left 

off. 

The best we can do is to empa-

thise… and celebrate the end of 

winter!  So here’s looking forward 

to waking up naturally as the sun 

warms the sky, getting home while 

it’s still light enough, shedding 

those layers of Oros-man clothes, 

sunny skies and braais with 

friends.  And extra sunlight hours 

that make you feel like the days 

don’t just pass by in a blur. 

Thanks to all of you who man-

aged to squeeze time from your 

diaries to join us for cocktails at 

Moyo’s in Melrose Arch to say 

good riddance to winter.  We 

thoroughly enjoyed mingling in an 

informal setting, and were 

pleased to see many of you taking 

the opportunity to catch up on old 

relationships. 

It is really hard to find a time and 

forum that suits everyone, particu-

larly given that our contractors are 

spread from Joburg CBD to Centu-

rion, and we regret that many of 

you were not able to attend.  

Nevertheless, we hope to see you 

at a future function, and welcome 

alternative suggestions for venue, 

format and time. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER:  NOVEMBER TAX DEADLINE! 

For all of you using Christine’s services for this purpose, we appeal to you to furnish her with all requisite documenta-

tion by latest end October, to prevent a last-minute truckload of work to swamp her. 
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Knowledge Worx takes off 
You may recall an item from a 2011 

newsletter indicating that we are 

well ahead of the curve in ensuring 

we are fully compliant with looming 

changes in labour legislation, partic-

ularly insofar as it will affect the 

nature of labour broking. 

The impact on our professionals will 

be minimal, as the most significant 

changes will affect those earning 

R183 000 p.a. 

Interestingly, many corporates seem 

to be adopting i ll -informed 

measures to ensure they are not 

caught with their pants down.  In 

some cases, these measures may 

have unintended negative conse-

quences for the corporate by virtue 

of the fact that a full strategy has 

not been formulated, and unin-

formed decisions implemented with-

out a full understanding of the im-

pact. 

This is not our problem, however, 

and we are continuing to develop 

and introduce measures to ensure 

we all remain ‘squeaky clean’, and 

to leverage the opportunity to offer 

more favourable ‘perks’ where 

feasible. 

One such measure is the introduc-

tion of a turnkey solution offering 

through Knowledge Worx, our sis-

ter company which has traditionally 

been involved in providing appren-

ticeship solutions to clients interest-

ed in developing the skills of prom-

ising young South Africans. 

Knowledge Worx will now also 

supply consulting or turnkey solutions 

at the same level as companies such 

as IQ and XPert, and we envisage 

migrating it to a full consultancy in 

the medium to long term. 

In light of clients’ varied responses to 

envisaged labour law changes, 

Knowledge Worx will now enable 

us to offer alternatives to the tradi-

tional independent contract mecha-

nism, with the same high quality 

outcomes as they already receive 

from sYncWize. 

As a first step, we are happy to 

announce that Knowledge Worx 

recently concluded a Preferred Sup-

plier agreement with our largest 

client, Standard Bank. 

We extend 

a very 

warm wel-

come to a 

number of 

professionals who joined our 

team this quarter.  We are proud 

to work with you, and look for-

ward to a mutually rewarding 

relationship!  

So, welcome to… 

 Roxanne Shawe 

 Yvonne Blignaut 

 Graham Roderick 

 Johan Strydom 

 Mark Dormehl 

 Greg Smith 

 Ian Pye 

A hearty ‘happy 

birthday’ to the fol-

lowing people, who 

celebrated the pass-

ing of another year 

during the past 

quarter. We wish 

you all a blessed year ahead 

filled with love, laughter, joy, 

abundance and adventure.  

 

Dewaldt van der Walt 

Johann Steenkamp 

Jeanne Roberts 

Alan Thom 

Rob Bradfield 

Martin de Vries 

 

… And last, but of 

course not least, 

Christine King—

financial manager 

and friend— cele-

brated her birthday 

in July; we wish her 

the very best for the year to 

come. 

 

 

 Graham Roderick 

 Mark Dormehl 

 Werner Swart 

 Andre Myburgh 

 Andre Steyn 

 Cornel Fourie 

 

Cause for celebration 

Our sincere thanks to all of you for so willingly furnishing us with statements of your standing as independent contrac-
tors.  These types of compliance matters are irritating time-wasters at best, and we are very aware of how little time 

most of you have for such distractions.  What a wonderful lot you are! 
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Garage  sale! 
Having finally reached the end of our most recent office renovation and 

extensions (we now need to cater for our Knowledge Worx consultants and 

the growing Avanon Africa team), we are now seeking to recoup some of 

our investment in our old office furniture. 

If you require desk chairs and/or desks for your study, kids’ rooms or own small office, please contact Deon.  Like-

wise, if you know of anyone that might need these items, please refer them to Deon. 

The photo below shows the items in question—we have 9 of each available.  Desks are a light oak colour with black 

trim, and are approx. 1.6X0.8m in size (standard high).  Chairs are black wheeled swivel chairs, with arms and 

adjustable height.    Note that the credenzas pictured here are not included. 

All items are in excellent condition. 

Digital printing, CNC cutting 
or signage? 
Aside from his day job as senior project manager on the 

sYncWize team, Rob Sephton has a strong entrepreneuri-

al flair.  He and his wife Mari have recently made a sub-

stantial investment in a company based in Centurion, 

providing digital printing, signage and CNC cutting ser-

vices. 

Should you be aware of a colleague or friend looking for 

a good service provider in this field, please consider put-

ting them in touch with Rob or Mari.  Knowing Rob’s level 

of quality orientation, we certainly intend to use them to 

produce signage for our newly completed office! 

To sweeten the deal, they are offering a ‘business boost-

er’ package deal, including all the following for R6 999 

excluding VAT (inclusive of all design work): 

 5 000 flyers 

 500 business cards 

 1 set car-door magnets 

 Promotional stickers 

 4-page HTML website 

 1 PVC banner 

This space reserved for the promised photo of Egbert 

van der Walt and his kick-ass daughter participating in 

the United Nations of Ju Jitsu Championships in Germany 

in August.  What a cool dad! 
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Breaking the Glass Ceiling 
The term “glass ceiling” was coined in the late 1970s, 

which  means that it’s been around for a full genera-

tion. It still pops up from time to time, because many 

women still find it more difficult to get to the top of the 

corporate ladder than men do. 

The advancement of women in the ranks of senior man-

agement is not yet keeping pace with what women are 

achieving in education. In 2009, 53% of South Africa’s 

matriculants were female, and girls earned 63% distinc-

tions that were awarded. 40% of companies on the Jo-

hannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) still have no female 

directors and women in South Africa still earn 30% less, 

on average, than their male counterparts. 

Men play the game differently to women. In the corpo-

rate environment, a man who gets to the top usually has 

a sponsor who promotes him and “grooms” him for that 

position. Most men (9 out of 10) in big companies have a 

sponsor to help them advance in their careers. Women 

have to seek out that support in an organisation in order 

to get ahead, and significantly, many of those women 

who have made it to the top have had a sponsor to help 

them. 

Societal and practical pressures will continue to be a 

challenge as long as women remain the principal care-

givers of their children. So we see that large institutions 

with mom-friendly working hours (such 

as banks) do have a higher ratio of 

women in senior positions. 

Some women who want to fight the 

system are coming together to form their own networks 

and build their influence. The patrons of told boys clubs 

and Wednesday golf now have to contend with organisa-

tions like women in Finance where smart women are fast 

creating their own power bases. But it is in the arena of 

small business that women are most successfully coming 

into their own.  This is a great growth area for women. 

Visit any small business incubator, networking function or 

workshop, and the majority of the entrepreneurs there are 

women. This development  is so marked that it seems that 

women are saying that if they cant compete with men in 

the corporate environment, then they’d rather build their 

own businesses. 

There is a new breed of women in business today who 

have no patience with the corporate career games. They 

are simply bypassing the big companies and creating 

entities of their own where the sky is the 

limit.  These are the women who are go-

ing to shatter the last of the glass ceil-

ings. 

By Allan Raiz, Founder Raizcorp 

Most men (9 out of 
10) in big companies 
have a sponsor to 
help them advance in 
their careers. 

Despite objections by NEDLAC, amend-

ments to the Labour Relations Act and 

Basic Conditions of Employment Act were 

presented to Cabinet in April this year, 

and were approved for the next step in 

the process.  The good news for 

sYncWize is that these amendments only 

affect workers earning below R183 008 

p.a., and only after a 6 month period. 

The amendments, as irrelevant as they 

are for our team, include the following 

additions to the LRA:  after 6 months, a 

contractor/temp worker is deemed to be 

an employee of the client and the labour 

broker , resulting in the client and labour 

broker incurring joint liability for labour 

relations infringements thereafter; the 

worker should receive treatment equally 

favourable to permanent 

employees of the client, 

unless justifiable, whether 

the worker is on fixed 

term contract or part time. 

There have been many misinterpreta-

tions of the provisions, with some insisting 

that the worker become a permanent 

employee after 6 months—this is not the 

case.  Some clients, having applied this 

knee-jerk policy indiscriminately, are 

now in serious danger of infringing BEE 

regulation, and we expect to see some 

frantic footwork in the next 6 to 12 

months to counteract these imbalances. 

NEDLAC discussions continue on pro-

posals related to the Employment Equity 

Bill and Employment Services Bill, with 

draft regulations being prepared for 

Cabinet review.  In the meantime, the 

ANC has continued to push its agenda 

preparatory to the 2014 national elec-

tions. 

We hear that an ancient Arabian curse 

goes something along the lines of ‘may 

you live in interesting times.’  Given the 

disarray, misinformation and secret agen-

das involved, perhaps it would be better 

to settle for merely having the fleas of a 

thousand camels infest our armpits! 

Jokes aside, though, we do strongly sup-

port the principle of fair treatment for 

workers irrespective of the mechanism by 

which they choose to earn a living. 

 

Labour law update 
Changes will 
only affect 
contractors 
earning below 
R183 008 p.a. 
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Poised for performance 
We tend to think of body language as 

something that expresses our internal 

states to the outside world. But it also 

works the other way around: the posi-

tion of our body also influences our 

mind. 

As the following psychological research 

shows, how we move can drive both 

thoughts and feelings and this can boost 

performance. 

Pose for power 

If you want to feel more powerful then 

adopt a powerful posture. Carney et 

al. (2010) found that when people 

stood or sat in powerful poses for one 

minute—those involving open limbs and 

expansive gestures—they not only felt 

more powerful but had increased levels 

of testosterone flooding their systems. 

Powerful poses take up more space, so 

spread your body and open up the 

arms or legs. When you dominate the 

space, your mind gets the message. 

Tense up for willpower 

Tensing up your muscles can help in-

crease your willpower. In a series of 5 

studies Hung and Labroo (2011) found 

that when people firmed up their mus-

cles they were better able to withstand 

pain, resist tempting food, take an 

unpleasant medicine and pay attention 

to disturbing information. So, if you 

need to increase your willpower, tense 

your muscles. It should help. 

Cross arms for persistence 

If you're stuck on a problem which 

needs persistence then try crossing your 

arms. Friedman and Elliot (2008) had 

participants do just that and found they 

worked longer at a set of difficult ana-

grams. In fact about twice as long. 

Their persistence led to more correct 

solutions. 

Lie down for insight 

If crossing your arms doesn't work then 

try lying down. When Lipnicki and Byr-

ne (2005) had anagram solvers lying 

down, they solved them faster. Since 

anagrams are a type of insight prob-

lem, lying down 

may help you reach 

creative solutions. 

Nap for perfor-

mance 

While you're lying 

down, why not have 

a nap? Napping is an art-form though. 

Nap too long and you'll suffer from 

sleep inertia: the feeling of being 

drowsy for an extended period. Nap 

too little and there's no point. Where's 

the sweet spot? 

Brooks & Lack (2005) compared 5, 

10, 20 and 30 minute naps to find the 

best length. For increased cognitive 

performance, vigour and wakefulness, 

the best naps were 10 minutes long. 

Benefits were seen immediately after 

10 minute naps but after longer naps 

it took longer to wake up. Five minute 

naps only provided half the benefit, 

but were better than nothing. 

Gesture for persuasion 

The way people's hands cut through 

the air while they talk is fascinating. 

But it's more than just a by-product of 

communication. Maricchiolo et al. 

(2008) found that hand-gestures help 

increase the power of a persuasive 

message when compared to no use of 

gesture. Most effective are gestures 

which make what you are saying more 

understandable. For example, when 

referring to the past, point behind you. 

And gesture for understanding 

Gestures aren't only helpful for per-

suading others, they also help us think. 

In a study of children, Cook et al. 

(2007) found that children who were 

encouraged to gesture while learning, 

retained more of what they learnt. 

Moving our hands may help us learn; 

more generally we actually seem to 

think with our hands. 

Smile for happiness 

The very act of smiling can make you 

feel happy, whether it's justified or 

not. Strack et al. (1988) had partici-

pants holding pens in their mouths ei-

ther so that it activated the muscles 

responsible for smiling, or not. Those 

whose smiling muscles were activated 

rated cartoons as funnier than others 

whose smiling muscles weren't activated 

by the pen in their mouth. So, forcing a 

smile really does make us see the world 

in a better light. 

Mimic to empathise 

If you want to get inside someone's 

head, you can try copying their behav-

iour. Those who are good at empathis-

ing do it automatically: copying accent, 

posture, expressions and so on. If you 

can copy it, you will feel it yourself and 

then you'll get a hint of what others are 

feeling. It's what actors have known for 

years: mimicry is a great way of simu-

lating others' emotional states. 

Imitate to comprehend 

The idea that copying helps us under-

stand others works for thought as well 

as emotion. In an experiment by Adank 

(2010), participants found it easier to 

decipher an unfamiliar accent if they 

tried to imitate it themselves. Some 

psychologists go further, claiming that 

imitating others helps us predict what 

they are going to do (e.g. Pickering & 

Garrod, 2007). 

 
Many of these studies support a theory 

about human life (and indeed all life) 

called 'embodied cognition'. The idea is 

that we don't just think with our minds, 

we also think with our bodies. Our mind 

isn't a brain in a jar, it is connected to a 

body which moves around in an envi-

ronment. 

As life becomes increasingly virtual, 

played out on screens of varying sizes, 

we need reminding that the connection 

between mind and body is two-way. 

Human intelligence is more than ab-

stract processing power; it’s about the 

interaction between mind, body and 

the world around us. 

Psychological 
research suggests 
simple actions can 
project power, 
persuade others, 
increase empathy, 
boost cognitive 
performance and 
more... 

Source:  www.spring.org.uk/2011/03/10-simple-postures-that-boost-performance.php 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/0956797610383437
http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/0956797610383437
http://dx.doi.org/10.1086/657240
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/ejsp.444
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cogbrainres.2005.03.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cogbrainres.2005.03.003
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16796222
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01690960802159929
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01690960802159929
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2007.04.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2007.04.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/0956797610389192
http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/0956797610389192
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17254833
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17254833


 

 

 

 

A bottle of Bayer's 'Heroin'. 

Between 1890 and 1910 heroin was sold as a non-addictive substitute for 

morphine. It was also used to treat children suffering with a strong cough.  

Mariani wine (1875) 

The most famous Coca wine of it's time.  Pope Leo XIII used to carry one 

bottle with him all the time. 

He awarded Angelo Mariani (the producer) with a Vatican gold medal. 

    Cocaine Tablets (1900) 

All stage actors, singers, teachers and preachers had to have 

them for a maximum performance.  

Great to 'smooth' the voice.  

Toothache Remedy 

Very popular for children in 1885. Not only did they 

relieve the pain, they made the children very happy! 

Opium for new-borns  

I'm sure this would make them sleep well (not only the Opium, 

but also 46% alcohol)! It's no wonder they were called 

'The Good Old Days'!! 
  

Why Our Great-Grandparents Have Such Fond Memories Of Their Youth...  



 

 

 

 

Until our Fourth Quarter edition... 

keep smiling, live your life in full colour, and may you be blessed daily! 

The sYncWize Team 

 

This newsletter is intended for sYncWize’ s contractors, and is published every three months as a means of conveying general information.  We would love it if you would 

like to contribute to this newsletter, place an advertisement, or have a specific request for inclusion.  If so, please contact Cleon or Helen. 

 

S Y N C R O W I Z E D  

 

Managing Director:  Deon Pentz 

   083 307 5819 

   deon@syncwize.co.za 

 

Operations Manager: Helen Pentz 

   083 390 8137 

   helen@syncwize.co.za 

 

Account Manager:  Lientjie Marais 

   082 837 0143 

   lientjie@syncwize.co.za 

 

Financial Manager:  Christine King 

   082 445 0967 

   christine@syncwize.co.za 

 

Sales and Office Assistant: Cleon Davids 

   082 637 3528 

   cleon@syncwize.co.za 

 

 

 

Unit B16, 

Green Oaks Office Park, 

Cnr Bekker Rd and Gregory Ave, 

Midrand, 

1685 

 

Tel:  0860 10 90 80 

Fax:  0860 10 90 81 

Fax-to-email: 086 512 4250 

 

 

Go back a little, to leap further -  

John Clarke 


